
If you haven’t read section S of the Motorsport UK 

Yearbook for 2021, you may have missed a small but sig-

nificant change to the rules regarding the age limit for 

competitors. Speed events now allow 14-16 year olds to 

compete in standard cars up to 1,400cc. (S7.1.9 if you want 

to read the details). The main points of note are that the 

car will need a four-point harness fitting (K2.1.2) and before 

juniors can compete on a hill, they will need to compete 

in three sprints.

Once my brother Wil and I had found out about the 

changes, we were keen to get our sons — 14-year-old 

Morgan Hamer and 15-year-old Archie Ker, competing by 

the end of the season. The first thing we needed was a 

car. We settled on a 2007 Citroen C2 Furio. It was a decent 

compromise of value for money, performance and avail-

ability. £500 bought the car, then a few hundred pounds 

sorting a few bits — a harness, timing splitter, some List 1A 

tyres and it was ready to go.

Have you ever competed yourself?

Just once: I got into the sport because of my next-door 

neighbour, Nick Harrison. At the time he was, with another 

friend of his, running a Lotus 61 with a Twin Cam in the 

back, and I was helper, tow-car driver, push man and eve-

rything else. At the end of the season he said “right, have 

a go”, and I did a sprint a Wroughton. I came last (I’m not 

very competitive) and that was my one-and-only outing 

(you can find the results on Resultsman, look back to 1977!)

So how did you move from spanner man 

and tow car driver to timekeeper?

In a complicated story, Nick got involved at Shelsley, and 

he called me in (as, at the time, a BT Engineer) to help 

with some technical issues with the PA. And that got me 

into contact with the timekeepers — George Hall, Tony 

Fletcher and a few others. I think George recognised that 

I had some relevant skills (I knew a bit about computers, 

which were just coming in at that time), he encouraged 

me to get involved, and I eventually became part of the 

team, and after a while, got a licence. At the time, the 

process was quite straightforward, and I managed to go 

from Trainee to National Timekeeper in just under a year: 

inevitably now it’s a bit more involved. As well as speed 

events, we used to do record attempts: I’ve done the infa-

mous Lawnmower speed record at Pendine Sands and 

two 24-hour records at Millbrook, but we don’t seem to 

get anything like that now.

Tell me about MMTS

It started 14 or 15 years ago when George Hall died. 

George was one of the original timekeepers, and he was 

certainly the UK’s timekeeper as far as the RAC was con-

cerned. He devised, managed, tutored and organised the 

timekeeping for both race and speed events, (bike events 

too, because that was where his main interest was). All the 

equipment used at the time was owned by George, stored 

in a big shed in the garden and in a cellar under his house 

in Malvern. All the equipment was in his possession — vari-

ous timekeepers would use it, and George would send out 

There is no need for any fireproof overalls in standard 

cars. An old Proban suit and some karting overalls were 

used and as luck would have it, our sons have the same 

size heads as us, so they were able to use our lids and 

FHRs. The final bit of admin was to get them RS Inter-Club 

licenses and enter an event. In both cases, this needed to 

be a paper application to allow parents to counter-sign, 

but other than that, it’s no more complex than a normal 

application.

With the date in the diary for the 9th October HSA 

double-lapper at Curborough, we needed to teach the 

boys to drive. They have both done a fair bit of karting 

so had some driving control basics. To teach them clutch 

control we took them to Tockwith airfield where you can 

turn up and pay to drive around for 90 minutes in your 

own car. Luckily, this is on Wil’s doorstep but I couldn’t find 

anything close to me in the Midlands, so a couple of trips 

up north were needed. Both boys picked it up pretty well, 

and after three sessions they were ready to go. The hard-

est thing was trying to stop them looking at the gearstick 

when changing gear — we knew once they had a helmet 

and harness on, it wouldn’t be possible to look down. Just 

another thing on the list they had to learn on race day.

Come the day of the sprint, I think we were more 

nervous about them driving slowly around the paddock 

than quickly around the circuit. Clerk of the Course Paul 

Richardson had a quick chat first thing to tell us and the 

boys how the day would be run. After the briefing, we had 

a fifteen-minute window, to let the boys drive around the 

circuit with us as passengers before first practice. This was 

really useful to get them experienced with the start proce-

dure and track. It enabled us to guide them on which gears 

to use and where they should be braking. Tockwith airfield 

had a 40mph limit, so it was also an opportunity get them 

driving full throttle with a bit more speed.

In the end, both boys drove brilliantly, not only on 

the track, but also around the paddock. By the second 

run we were able to leave them to it and just enjoy being 

spectators and competitive dads. There was no doubt 

that by the timed runs, they were starting to explore the 

car’s handling. Wheel spinning off the start, understeering 

around Flagpole and nearly 70mph over the finish. Over 

the course of the day, their times came down from 91s to 

81s, with Archie just pipping Morgan to the class win.

So, what of the future? By the start of the next season, 

Archie will be 16 and able to drive other cars. Morgan will 

be 15 and Wil’s other son, Jensen, will be 14. So the car will 

have a few outings in 2022 between our racing commit-

ments. We might even dual drive with them on occasion 

so they can show us how it’s done. It would be great to get 

the news out there that 14 year olds can now get on track 

without too much trouble, and encourage more to join in. 

The HSA will have a class for them in the championship 

in 2022 and hopefully events will start adding classes for 

them as well.

Motorsport UK have created a great opportunity 

to get younger racers on track. I hope more parents are 

encouraged get their children out on track and that we 

start to get a few more competing in 2022. I think the suc-

cess of Morgan and Archie at Curborough shows how easy 

it is to include youngsters into a normal event. I believe this 

is just the start and will lead to bigger and better things for 

junior racers and Morgan and Archie in the coming years.

a bill for the hire. When he died, we had a panic when we 

realised that (due to probate) we couldn’t time anything, 

so it was decided that Frances Shorthall, Tony Fletcher, Tim 

Saunders and I would set up Malvern Motorsports Timing 

Services — MMTS) when the will was sorted out to take on 

the equipment and carry on timing.

Today, we cover speed events mainly in the Midlands, 

but extending to Scotland and Yorkshire. We can cover 

up to four events in a weekend, but it’s fair to say we 

need more timekeepers! Timekeepers are licensed by 

Motorsport UK, with a grading structure, starting with 

Trainee, then Timekeeper, and then National A. The trainee 

licence is free of charge, and training is ‘on the job’; if you 

are already a Motorsport UK official then you have proba-

bly already done most of that training. Basic requirements 

are fairly easy to define: a general interest in speed events 

is useful, and you need the ability to concentrate for short 

periods of time. You need the ability to turn a laptop on, 

and you definitely do not have to be some sort of elec-

tronic geek: we have people that will do all the really tech-

nical stuff. The nice thing about being a timekeeper is you 

get to watch an event from the inside, so come and try it!
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JUNIOR SPRINTING
The new ‘Junior Sprint’ and ‘Junior Hillclimb’ categories provide fantastic new opportunities for 
younger competitors to get involved, as Ben Hamer reports
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motor sport

INTRODUCING...

ROGER WARREN
One of the quiet men of motor sport, Roger Warren is a key figure behind MMTS who provide the timing so many speed 
events rely on. He is also the developer of Resultsman (www.resultsman.co.uk), the on-line speed events results service. 
Dave Oldridge met up with him to learn more.

Inside the timing hut, 
where the important 
work is done

Setting off to investigate 
another problem!
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JUNIOR SPRINTING INTRODUCING… ROGER WARREN




